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ABSTRACT

We- proposedfí u n i f i e d d e s c r i p t i o n of t h e following

classes of nuclear collective states in terms of an inte-

racting sp-boson model: (i) Low-lying collective states in

the light nuclei, both odd-odd and even-even; (ii) Giant mui-

tipole resonances (GMR), and ( i i i ) pairing collective motions.



The interacting boson model (IBM) has been very-

successful in describing collective states in nuclei . In

this model one may describe the low-energy collective motion

in the even-even nuclei as excitation of an interacting-bo-

son system which consists mainly of s-bosons and d-bosons.

It is the purpose of this letter to communicate the possibi-

lity of extending this elegant model to include isospin and

p-bosons and thus giving an unified description of giant

2) 3)

rnultipole resonances (GMR) , isovector pairing vibrations,

and the low-lying collective states in light nuclei, both

odd-odd and even-even.

In IBM, the s-boson and d-boson can be considered

,s typifyinr the correlated nucleon pairs coupled to angular

jomentum zero and two as a result of the pairwise interac -

tions among the valence nucleons outside of a core. For

example, the interaction between the nucleons in the s-bo -

son can be thought of as pairing type. In view of the

two existing components oi pairing correlations in nuclei,

namely, T=l pairing and T=0 pairing, we are proposing a

possible interpretation of both odd-odd and even-even nuclei

as a mixture of isovector bosons, with angular momentum L=0

and with L=2, and isoscalar bosons with L=l. If, for sim-

plicity, one excludes the L=2 components of isovector boson,

a simple interacting sp-bocon model would emerge with a

groc.j scheme U(4) * U(4). Several interesting features

would therefore arise from the associated group symmetries.

Among others, the most remarkable one is that experimental

data seem to give evidences, as we will show, thai giant raltipole
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resonances and isovector pairing vibrations possess symmetry

of the rotational group in four dimensions R(4). For example,

we are able to reproduce reasonably well the general trend

of the excitationeretgies of the giant multipole resonances.

In view of the P(4) symmetry with the Hydrogen atom, one

seems to be able to draw the parallel between the l/r de -

pendence of the Hydrogenic energy and the A 3 dependence

of the excitation energy of GMR. As to the isovector

pairing vibrations, the rotational symmetry is with respect

to the isospin space. It is remarkably interesting to find

that the double pseudo-spins which characterizes the R(4)

states may now be given physical meanings: they are iden -

tified with the number of removal pairing phonon and that

of addition phonon in the Bohr classification scheme . If

we insist that the double pseudo- spins which character '.ze

the GMR has the same physical meaninn as the pairing-vibra-

tion, then the isoscalar GMR could bethought of as the isos-

calar pairing vibrations.

We will also consider the SU(3) limit of the

model which proves useful for many low-lying collective

states in the light nuclei, both odd-odd and even-even. The

results for 1|F and fjNe calculated in the SU(3) limit seem

to reproduce roughly well the experimental trends of the

data. All of the above mentioned interesting features de-

monstrate in an encouraging way that the model might be

useful for a wide range of collective states in nuclei.

To begin with, we claim that a number of nuclear

states can be generated as states of a system of N bosons
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occupying two levels, one level with angular momentum 1=0,

isospin T=1, and the other level with 1=1, T=0. For conve-

nience, we would call the former, isovector s bosons and the

latter,isoscalar p bosons. If we regard the boson states

$tmTm as providing us a basis for the representation of

the 11(4) x U(4), then N-boson states can be classified ac-

cording to the irreducible product representations of this

group and its subgroups. The irreducible representations

of u(4) are fully characterized by the Young diaoram which

contains at most 4 rows. In order that the total wave func-

tion be totally symmetric, we require the Young diagram for

both U(4; and U(4) to have the same shape |fj . It follows

that |fj contains at most 4 rows, namely [f']= [f if 2f af •..!.

The energy splitting e=eg-e and the boson-boson

interaction would give rise to a definite spectrum for all

the states belonging to [f]. The spectrum is then defined

by e and by the two body matrix elements in the model Hamil-

tonian for the system. In general this Hamiltonian can be

written as a linear combination of operators that are dia -

gonal for states either with the U(3)-symmetry, or R(4)-sym-

metry or with both. Thus in the spirit of IBM, the nucleus

of interest characterized by a set of parameters and the

energy levels can be found by diagonalizing the model Ha-

miltonian in either U(3) basis or R(4) basis.

The group theoretical methods which we use in

4)

the present work are the standard ones . In the construc-

tion of a many-boson state according to U(3)-symmetry, the

branching rules U(4)O U(3) and U(3) o R(3) are needed. The



decomposition of the representation [fj of U(4) into the

representation [.\| =[* 1*2*3} of U(3) is given by:

£ i±* iif 2^2^fi^ 3̂ .ft̂ .O. together with the well known decom-

position rule ' ;or U(3) o R(3), we now can label the U(3)

wave functions by |N[f] [,\] KLM;KTTMT>. As to the classifica-

tion of the R(4) states, one needs to recall the fact that

the R(4) group is locally isomorphic to the direct product

of two three-dimensional rotation groups. The representa -

tion of R(4) are then characterized by that of R(3) * R{3),

namely, (ji,J2), where either ji and J2 are integers or

both are semi-integers. The decomposition R(4) o R(3)

follows the well known r uplir̂ r rule for two angular momen-

ta- !"i i-jp ,!<_LlJi+J2 or I Í1-J2 ! £T<j]+j2. Por this obvious

reason j1 , j2 are sometimes called double pseudo-spins in

the literature. To obtain the allowed values (J1P2) in a

given representation of U(4), one may use the branching

rule U(4) D R(4) as stated in Racah5). Thus in the R(4)

basis the wave functions are classified by

|N[f] (jij2)LM;(j'i j'2)TMT>. Table I gives the classification

of states in U(3) basis and in R(4) basis for a system of

four bosons.

We now consider the case in which the energy e

is much larger than all interaction terms in the model Ha-

miltonian. In that case, U(4) :> U(3) x U(l). The states

are now characterized by the number of isoscalar p-bosons,Nf

and a u(3) symmetry, if we further restric ourselves, by

setting N =N, to the low-lying states of self-conjugate

nuclei, then the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of
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the generators of U(3) alone and analytic solutions to the

eigenvalue problem for H can be found as in Racah . The

energy expression for the states of the symmetry

Lf.l = [*î 2* 3O] is given as:

= N(N-l)

(1)

Preliminary results of the calculations of the

spectra (Eq.l) for chosen values of a, b and c for '8F and

°Ne have been communicated elsewhere . Here <ae take the

ground state of He as the vacuum, and add 7 p-bosons and

8 p-bosons to reach the nuclei of interest. The model re -

8)
produces roughly well the experimental trends of the

energy levels. Out of 44 levels up to 11 MeV in ieF, t'.e

model roughly covers 33 of them. The K=l band built on the

observed 1.7-MeV 1+ state is known to be dominated by confi-

gurations outside s-d shell, predominantly of a four-parti-

cle-two-hole (4p-2h) nature. WitKin the model this band

can be assigned with the permutation symmetry [61]. We also

assign certain symmetries for the r.egative-parity bands in

18F which are again beyond the (2s,Id)2 descriptions. For

example,the symmetry [51lj has been assigned to the band:

0"(1.08 MeV), 2~(2.1 MeV), 4~(4.4 MeV). The results for

20Ne are also encouraging. We assign the symmetries [44]

and [422] to the bands of an eight-particle-four-holo nature.

Although, within the model, the band with [422] - symmetry

is cut off at 2+ level, the 10.8-MeV 4 + state is still re -

produced well b.; the 10.85 MeV 4+ member of the [44] - band.
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It is also interesting to note that the two sets of parame

ters a, b, and c for the two nuclei are quite close to each

other. For i aF, a=0.37 MeV,b=-0.28 MeV, c=0.36 MeV and for

"•Ne, a=0.45 MeV,b=-0.33 MeV, c=0.43 MeV.

These results can be further improved by intro -

ducing symmetry breaking. A perturbation treatment for the

totally symmetric states leads to the expression for the ener-

gy correction in the form: aa (N-L)(N+L+l)+a2(N-L)
2(N+L+l)2

+ This should account for the observed softening ef

fects to the axial rotors.

To test the wave functions, we have calculated

the B(E2) values within the ground-state band of 2 °Ne and

within the K=l band of 18F. For 20Ne, it reproduces quite

well the experimental trend that B(E2) strengths increase

from 2*0 to 4*2, and then turn around to decrease monotoni-

9)cally. The Bohr-Mottelson geometrical model gives, on the

other hand, monotonically increasing B(E2) strengths as one

proceeds upward through the 2*0, 4-*2, 6+4 and 8->6 transitions.

It remains to be seen whether similar effects of the cutoff

factor due to the finite particle number could be observed

for 1SF experimentally.

We now turn to the R(4) limit of our model,

switching our attention to high-lying collective states. We

first noted the parallel between the A~ ' }or -|- dependence

of the excitation energy of giant multipole resonance and

- dependence of the energy of the Hydrogen atom. Since
o

R(4) is the well-known group of the H-atom, the above pa -
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rallel seems to hint that GMR might possess R(4) symmetry.

Using the group theoretical treatment of H-atom as a guide,

the model Kamiltonian that preserves the R(4) symmetry and

gives a possible description to GMR is found to be of the

following form:

~i i/ -z i/ -a - a
H=a{4J,+l} /2+b{4J2+l}

 /2+cL +dT (2)

where Ji and J2 are the Casmir operators for the product

group R(3) x R( hat makes R(4) and the energy spectrum is

given by:

E= (2ji+1)a+(2j 2+1)b+cL(L+l)+dT(T+l) (3)

If we fix the free parameters in (2) to be a=b=19 A 3 MeV,

c=-2.5 A /3 MeV and d=1.5 A /3 , with the spectrum given by

(3) we are able to reproduce some of the known excitation

energies ' of giant multipole resonances. The results are

given in Table II together with the classification of these

resonance states according to R(4) symmetry.

To verify that the states listed in Table II are

indeed those of GMR within the present framework, one needs

to consider the multipole transition strengths between the

ground state and other R(4) states. The multipol~ operator
A)

is generally taken from the unit tensor operators^ that

form the full set of generators of U(4) group. Now by the

seniority consideration, these operators do not connect the

ground state |j i=0, j 2=0 L=0 T> and the excited states| ,J1>l,i2?l,LT'>#
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The seniority of state (Ji,J2 ) is given by v=jj+j2. Therefore

the states |ji=l, J2=l, L=0,T>, |j,=1, j2=l, L=1,T+1> and

Iji=l, J2S1# L=2,T> can be considered as the states of mo -

nopole, dipole and guadrupole resonances. As to the isovec-

tor quadrupole resonances, one should remember that its con-

nection to the ground state is achieved by the tensor product

of the unit tensor operator of rank 2 and that of rank 1.

Since this transition operator carries the seniority 4, we

expect the GQR state to have jj3?, j2=2, L=2 T+l. This pro-

ves to be true from the above energy consideration.

Using the standard group theoretical technique,

we have obtained various expressions for the multipole tran-

sitions among the R(4) states. There exists one interesting

general feature that the states that belong to the yrast

band are always very collective. The measure of this collec-

tivity is somehow connected with the magnitude of the Runge-

Lenz vector which is now a constant of motion. This should

remind us of the fact that the orbits of the Hydrogen atom

in the yrast states are circles or with the zero eccentricity.

If we exchange the role of angular momentum and

isospin in the Hamiltonian (2), the energy spectrum (3) re-

mains the same except the re-interpretation of jt and j 2 as

double pseudo-isospins coupled to T. If we further restrict

ourselves to the 0 + states and apply (3) to 5*Ni, we find

ourselves reproducing exactly the pairing vibrational spec-

trum if we identify jj , j 2 with the number of the removal

phonon and that of addition phonon in the Bohr classification

scheme . 2a and 2b are then the one phonon energies. To
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verify the R(4) symmetry with the pairing vibrational states

near 5lNi, we have performed a calculation of ground state

intensities *lCa-s*Ti+52Cr-*5*Fe»5SNi assuming that these

states are those of 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 bosons and have R(4)

symmetry. The model predicts the above sequence in the

ratio 1.2:1.7:1.1:1. The observed ratio3) is 1:1.2:1.4:1.

Turning back to GMR, an interesting question

would arise: Can we adopt the same interpretation of double

pseudo-spins as the number of some kind of removal phonons

and that of aduition phonons. If yes, it seems possible to

interpret the isoscalar giant multipole resonances as the

isoscalar pairing vibrations with the phonon energy 38 A /3

which is nearly the energy spacing between the major shells,

- V » +

fiu»~ 41 A 3. Each of these phonons carries L =1 , T=0 and

a=±2, where a is the nucleon transfer number. If this

physical picture for isoscalar GMR is indeed valid, then it

would be interesting to identify these one phonon states in

the neighbouring odd-odd nuclei. In the case of aC,for

example, one should look for 1 state with the required sym-

metry and energy in '^N and 'IB.

We wish to thank Professors M.S. Hussein, A.F.R.

de Toledo Piza, E. Wolynec and M.N. Rao for stimulating

discussions and helpful comments.
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TABLE I

Classification of states in L space for a system of

four sp-bosons

U ( 4 )

[f]

|4]

[31]

[22]

[211|

[mil

U ( 3 )

l>]

14]
[3]
1.2]

HI
[o]

[31]
Í3]

[21]
[2]

Hi]
[1]

[22]
1.21]

[2]

[211]
[21]

[ml
[ill

[ml

3 R(3/

L

0 , 2 , 4

1 ,3
0 ,2

1

0

1 , 2 , 3

1,3

1,2

0 ,2

1

1

0,2

1,2

0 ,2

1

1,2

0

1

0

R(4) :

(J1J2)

(22)

(11)
(00)

(21)

(12)
(11)
(10)
(01)

(20)
(02)
(11)
(00)

(20)
(10)
(01)

(00)

> R(3)

L

0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4

0 , 1 , 2

0

1 , 2 , 3

1 , 2 , 3

0 , 1 , 2

1

1

2

2

0 , 1 , 2

0

0 , 1 , 2

1

1

0
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TABTJE II

Excitrtion energies of the giant multipole resonances

(in A" ̂ 3MeV)

Multipo-

larity

2

2

1

3

0

T

1

0

1

0

0

E a )

exp

130

64.7

78

116

80

E b )
Eth

140

61

74

122

76

R(4) Classification0]

(JiJ.)I.; T

(22)2; T1 +1

(11)2; T?

(11)1; T'+l

(22)3; T1

(11)0; T'

a) See Ref. 2

b) According to Eq. (3) and the fixed parameters shown in the

text

c) The R(4) classification for the ground state is (00)0;T*.

All the states are totally symmetric in L or T, namely,

with the shape [N]
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